Chain Conformation Control of Fluorene-Benzothiadiazole Copolymer Light-Emitting Diode Efficiency and Lifetime
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ABSTRACT: The β-phase, in which the intermonomer torsion angle of a fraction of chain segments approaches ~180°, is an intriguing conformational microstructure of the widely studied light-emitting polymer poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO). Its generation can in turn be used to significantly improve the performance of PFO emission-layer-based light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Here, we report the generation of β-phase chain segments in a copolymer, 90F8:10BT, containing 90% 9,9-dioctylfluorene (F8) and 10% 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT) units and show that significant improvements in performance also ensue for LEDs with β-phase 90F8:10BT emission layers, generalizing the earlier PFO results. The β-phase was induced by both solvent vapor annealing and dipping copolymer thin films into a solvent/nonsolvent mixture. Subsequent absorption spectra show the characteristic fluorene β-phase peak at ~435 nm, but luminescence spectra (~530 nm peak) and quantum yields barely change, with the emission arising following efficient energy transfer to the lowest-lying excited states localized in the vicinity of the BT units. For ~5% β-phase chain segment fraction relative to 0% β-phase, the LED luminance at 10 V increased by ~25% to 5940 cd m⁻², the maximum external quantum efficiency by ~61 to 1.91%, and the operational stability from 64% luminance retention after 20 h of operation to 90%. Detailed studies addressing the underlying device physics identify a reduced hole injection barrier, higher hole mobility, correspondingly more balanced electron and hole charge transport, and decreased carrier trapping as the dominant factors. These studies confirm the effectiveness of chain conformation control for fluorene-based homo- and copolymer device optimization.
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INTRODUCTION

Following the first report of a solution-processed conjugated polymer light-emitting diode (LED) in 1990, the past three decades have seen the successful commercial development of ink-jet-printed high-resolution LED displays, with these devices also expected to play an increasing role in solid-state lighting applications where high-throughput manufacturing at suitably low cost is required. In addition to their solution processability, polymer semiconductors lend themselves to physical structure control via manipulation of chain conformation,2 liquid crystalline,3,4 and crystalline ordering.5 This provides novel possibilities to optimize structure–property–device performance relationships and with the right processing methods yields innovative patterning approaches for electronic, optoelectronic, and photonic devices.6−10 Among such polymers, poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene) (PFO) is one of the most widely studied, and it has been proven to be an excellent model system that allows the exploration of physical structure control. This, combined with a relatively short wavelength luminescence emission, has made PFO the baseline blue polymer LED emission material.7,11,12

The β-phase microstructure of PFO8,9,13 comprises a fraction of chain segments for which the intermonomer torsion angle, φ, approaches 180°, resulting in the adoption of a chain extended planar conformation with alkyl substituent groups for neighboring fluorene units on opposite sides of the chain (Figure 1a). It differs from the normal glassy phase obtained by spin-coating from a good solvent, where the average angle ≲φ ≈ 135°.14 Generation of the β-phase

Figure 1. (a) Schematic PFO chain conformations in the glassy (blue) and β- (red) phases. Note that the hydrogen atoms and dioctyl side chains have been omitted for clarity. (b) The chemical structure of 90F8:10BT.
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requires different fabrication conditions either during film deposition or via additional treatment of glassy samples (spin-coated or quenched from the nematic melt). Examples of the former include using moderate/poor,1,4 and/or high boiling point1 solvents, inclusion of high-boiling-point additives,16,18 and Langmuir–Blodgett deposition.18 The latter category includes thermal cycling to liquid nitrogen temperature and back to room temperature,7,15,19 solvent vapor annealing (SVA),20,21 writing solvent on top of the film,21 and dipping the glassy sample in a solvent/nonsolvent mixture (or simply “dipping” for short).21,23 The presence of the β-phase can be readily confirmed from characteristic changes in optical properties,13–15,19,21 comprising the appearance of a new narrow-linewidth absorption peak at ~435 nm, and a red-shift and relative intensity enhancement of the main (S1 → S0 0-0) photoluminescence (PL) peak. This shift from ~420 to ~440 nm is also accompanied by an increase in vibronic peak resolution due to a narrowing of the peaks. We emphasize that for “β-phase samples” or “β-phase devices”, a fraction of ϕ ≥ 180° chain-extended segments are embedded within an otherwise glassy matrix, where the fraction can be varied from 0 (i.e., fully glassy) to about 45%,16 although at this latter percentage, scattering films with poor optical quality typically occur. In our own experience, ~25% is the limit to maintain good film quality.21

Initial interest in the β-phase in PFO was from the perspective of better understanding the influence of the physical structure on photophysical properties.3,19,21,24 and as a “self-doped” donor–acceptor system,3 which provides an excellent platform to investigate fundamental topics in energy transfer and excitation dynamics.15,25,26 Subsequent interest broadened to include refractive index patterning25,26 for photonic structure fabrication and also device optimization. In the latter category, a small β-phase fraction of ~1.3% was shown to lead to a large increase in the luminance and external quantum efficiency (QE) of PFO LEDS.25 In addition, β-phase PFO was found to be a promising gain medium and to control the polariton physics of metal–PFO–metal microcavities.9

Motivated by the attractive features of β-phase conformational control of electronic, optoelectronic, and photonic properties in PFO, researchers have sought to broaden the range of materials within which a β-phase-like change in the physical structure might be induced. PFO homologs with heptyl and nonyl substituents were shown to support β-phase formation, while hexyl and decyl substituents suppressed β-phase-like change in the physical structure on photophysical properties5,19,21,24 and as a result of forming β-phase was consideration given to the emission of characteristic changes in optical properties,13–15,19,21 comprising the appearance of a new narrow-linewidth absorption peak at ~435 nm, and a red-shift and relative intensity enhancement of the main (S1 → S0 0-0) photoluminescence (PL) peak. This shift from ~420 to ~440 nm is also accompanied by an increase in vibronic peak resolution due to a narrowing of the peaks. We emphasize that for “β-phase samples” or “β-phase devices”, a fraction of ϕ ≥ 180° chain-extended segments are embedded within an otherwise glassy matrix, where the fraction can be varied from 0 (i.e., fully glassy) to about 45%,16 although at this latter percentage, scattering films with poor optical quality typically occur. In our own experience, ~25% is the limit to maintain good film quality.21

Initial interest in the β-phase in PFO was from the perspective of better understanding the influence of the physical structure on photophysical properties.3,19,21,24 and as a “self-doped” donor–acceptor system,3 which provides an excellent platform to investigate fundamental topics in energy transfer and excitation dynamics.15,25,26 Subsequent interest broadened to include refractive index patterning25,26 for photonic structure fabrication and also device optimization. In the latter category, a small β-phase fraction of ~1.3% was shown to lead to a large increase in the luminance and external quantum efficiency (QE) of PFO LEDS.25 In addition, β-phase PFO was found to be a promising gain medium and to control the polariton physics of metal–PFO–metal microcavities.9

Motivated by the attractive features of β-phase conformational control of electronic, optoelectronic, and photonic properties in PFO, researchers have sought to broaden the range of materials within which a β-phase-like change in the physical structure might be induced. PFO homologs with heptyl and nonyl substituents were shown to support β-phase formation, while heptyl and decyl substituents suppressed β-phase formation.27 Copolymers of 9,9-dioctylfluorene (F8) with low fractions (≤10–15%) of dibenzothiophene-S,S-dioxide and dibenzothiophene also show β-phase formation but have been little studied.28 Likewise, the β-phase was observed in electron-beam cross-linkable alternating copolymers of dihexylfluorene and vinyl-ether-functionalized dialkylfluorene.29 More recently, the β-phase has been generated successfully in F8-based copolymers 97F8:3BSP, 95F8:5BSP, and 90F8:10BSP, containing, respectively, 3, 5, and 10% butyl-substituted phenyleneadimine (BSP) units.30 In contrast, 80F8:20BSP did not allow β-phase generation, with the F8 sequence length being too short. The key benefit of forming the β-phase in 95F8:5BSP emission layer (EML) LEDs was to improve the device CIE (x, y) color coordinates from (0.149, 0.175) to (0.145, 0.123), achieving a significantly deeper-blue emission with outstanding spectral stability. This results from the localization of excited states on the β-phase F8 segments instead of arylamine moieties, thereby changing the emission from a broad, red-shifted CT-exciton-like band to predominately being a vibronically structured neutral exciton emission, characteristic of β-phase PFO.

In the current study, we investigate β-phase generation and LED performance for a 90F8:10BT copolymer comprising 90% F8 and 10% 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT) (UT) units (Figure 1b). In this copolymer, the lowest-lying BT absorption band overlaps the emission spectrum of the F8 segments, leading to efficient Förster energy transfer prior to luminescence emission, just as also observed for LED-optimized 5SBT:9SB8 polymer blends, which comprise 5% poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) and 95% PFO, yielding an overall 2.5% fraction of BT units.31 The resulting emission then lies in the green spectral range, characteristic of BT-containing polymers and starburst molecules.32 The 90F8:10BT copolymer has previously been used in optically pumped lasers,33 optical amplifiers,34 and quantum-dot-enhanced LEDs,35 but in none of those studies was consideration given to the effects of β-phase formation. Herein, we report the generation of β-phase F8 chain segments in 90F8:10BT and demonstrate resulting improvements in performance for 90F8:10BT EML LEDs. For devices with a ~5% β-phase fraction induced by dipping, the luminance (at 10 V) and the maximum EQE were improved by 25 and 61%, respectively. In addition, the device stability significantly improved, yielding 90% luminance retention after 20 h of continuous operation from a starting luminance of ~3700 cd m⁻². The basis for these enhancements was studied in detail, and it was found that lowering of the hole injection barrier, an increase in hole mobility leading to correspondingly more balanced charge transport, and a reduced trap density during device operation all contribute.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**β-Phase Generation and Resulting Optical Spectra.** The β-phase was induced in 90F8:10BT thin films by both SVA and dipping. Toluene vapor was used in the former case, and a cyclohexane (solvent)/isopropanol (nonsolvent) mixture was chosen for the latter case; further details are provided in the Experimental Section. Formation of the β-phase is confirmed by the appearance of the characteristic β-phase peak3,19,21 at ~430 nm in the absorption spectra (Figure 2a) following both SVA and dipping. The β-phase chain segment fraction (listed in Table 1) can then be estimated from the difference between glassy and β-phase spectra, taking into account the difference in the oscillator strengths for glassy and β-phase chain segments (Figure S1).21 The SVA method yields a higher fraction of β-phase segments, although in both cases the glassy phase remains predominant.

For glassy 90F8:10BT thin films, the main absorption peaks at ~375 nm, close to the lowest energy S1 ← S0 absorption band in PFO (390 nm),13,21 The second longer wavelength peak at ~445 nm is attributed to the presence of the BT units, consistent with the 455 nm peak in the F8BT absorption spectrum.35,36 This BT-moiety-centered contribution is also seen in truxene-cored starburst molecules with 20% BT/80% 9,9-dihexylfluorene side arms, appearing as a long-wavelength peak/shoulder close to 450 nm.32 It is associated with the dipole-allowed optical transition between a delocalized highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and a BT-localized lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).38 At low BT moiety content, the LUMO is relatively destabilized, through
there being little BT-to-BT interaction, and as a consequence, the band is blue-shifted relative to F8BT.38

The 375 nm absorption band derives instead from the same delocalized HOMO, but the transition is to higher-lying unoccupied molecular orbitals that have electron density largely on the fluorene moieties. The observed blue-shift of this peak relative to PFO has been postulated, in light of quantum chemical calculations, to arise from a destabilization of the associated unoccupied molecular orbitals through the effect that the BT moieties have on limiting the F8 sequence/conjugation length, just as occurs for oligomers with lower repeat unit numbers.38

Figure 2b shows the PL spectra of glassy and β-phase 90F8:10BT thin-film samples excited at 380 nm, close to the extended F8 sequence centered absorption peak. The PL emission spectra are largely independent of the presence of β-phase chain segments and their generation method; the data shown here are for a film subjected to SVA. There is a single dominant emission band peaked at 538 nm, which is very similar to that of F8BT (540 nm peak).36,37 Expanding the intensity scale in the 400 to 460 nm spectral region (Figure 2b inset) reveals weak features that show a dependence on the presence or otherwise of β-phase chain segments. For the glassy sample, there is a peak located at ~415 nm, whereas for the β-phase sample, the strongest peak is at ~435 nm with a shoulder at ~415 nm. These are close to the characteristic emission peaks for glassy and β-phase PFO at ~420 and ~440 nm13,19,26 and are, therefore, assigned to residual emission from a small fraction of excitons that avoid transfer to BT-centered excited states. The F8-to-BT excited-state energy transfer process is evidently very efficient, leading to a 3 orders of magnitude higher steady-state emission intensity from BT-centered states. This is despite the BT moieties comprising only 10% of the polymer backbone units. As a result, whether the extended F8 backbone sequences in a 90F8:10BT film are in the glassy or β-phase does not significantly alter the steady-state PL emission spectrum. This contrasts with previous results38 for a range of xF8:yBT polymers where F8 emission is still clearly visible in the PL spectrum for BT fractions up to 26% (x = 74, y = 26), but it should be noted that those measurements were performed for dilute solution samples. It is evident that energy transfer is much more effective in the solid state, likely a combined effect of more extended, rigid, and densely packed polymer chains.

One of the important parameters for EML materials is the photoluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQE), which enumerates the relative efficiency of radiative decay. Table 1 summarizes the 90F8:10BT thin-film PLQE values for the glassy and β-phase samples (generated by both SVA and dipping), which all show a high PLQE of 80 ± 5%. This is reasonably consistent with reported values38 although in that case the measurements were performed for dilute solutions and the consequent less-efficient energy transfer yields PLQE values that are closer to PFO than F8BT. For PFO thin films, the PLQE ranges from 50 to 80% depending on the state of order (spin-coated glassy, β-phase, crystalline, or nematic glass).21 For F8BT, the PLQE has been reported to lie between 58 ± 5% for thin films39 and 78% for dilute solutions.38

In addition to measuring the PLQE values, we have also recorded PL decay transients to assess the radiative exciton lifetimes for thin-film samples with and without the β-phase. Figure 3 shows the transient PL results as well as the extracted lifetimes, derived from single exponential fits, with R² > 0.995. The lifetimes are close to but slightly longer than that for F8BT (2.03 ns) and substantially longer than for PFO (227 ps).38 The single exponential decay and the long lifetime are consistent with (i) the exciton being localized in the vicinity of the BT units (as also deduced from the spectral data) and (ii) energy transfer from extended F8 sequences to BT sites being highly efficient and much more rapid than the subsequent decay. The excitons in 90F8:10BT additionally have an ~9% shorter lifetime when the β-phase is present. Given that the PLQE values show no significant difference between the glassy and β-phase samples (Table 1), the decrease in lifetime is likely due to an increase in oscillator strength, consistent with the expected increase in conjugation length.38

Table 1. β-Phase Fraction and PLQE Values of the Glassy and β-Phase 90F8:10BT Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>β-phase fraction (%)</th>
<th>PLQE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>glassy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-phase (SVA)</td>
<td>8 ± 1</td>
<td>80 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-phase (dipping)</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>80 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. (a) Normalized absorption and (b) PL spectra for the glassy and β-phase 90F8:10BT samples. The inset to panel (b) shows the PL spectra from 400 to 460 nm on an expanded scale. Glassy-phase absorption is plotted as a black line, and β-phase, generated by SVA and dipping, is plotted as red and blue lines, respectively. For PL, the glassy spectrum is plotted as a dashed black line, and the β-phase (SVA) spectrum is plotted as a dotted red line; the gray dashed line is the zero PL intensity level.
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Figures 4 presents device characteristics for both glassy and
β-phase 90F8:10BT LEDs, which have the same emission
spectrum (Figure 9) peaked at ∼535 nm in green. Figure 5a,b
diagram shows the current density (J) and luminance (L) versus voltage (V) data, respectively. The current densities at 10 V are similar,
with a slightly higher value for the β-phase LEDs, but the current turns on strongly at a significantly lower voltage in the latter case. The L–V curves show that the strong current turn-
on voltage (the voltage at which L = 1 cd m⁻²) drops from 4.1 V for glassy to 3.4 V for the β-phase, and the luminance at 10 V increases from ∼7000 to >10,000 cd m⁻².

Figure 5c,d shows the EQE, luminous efficiency (ηL), and luminous power efficiency (ηLP) as a function of luminance for
both devices. The peak EQE values for β-phase LEDs reach
~2.4% for low luminance and remain above 1% for luminance up to 10,000 cd m⁻². For glassy devices, the maximum EQE, also at low luminance, is ~1.5%. The luminous and luminous power efficiencies, ηL and ηLP, show similar trends. For β–
phase devices, the peak ηL ≈ 8.6 cd A⁻¹ and ηLP ≈ 5.8 lm W⁻¹;
while for the glassy device, peak values are ηL ≈ 5.5 cd A⁻¹ and ηLP ≈ 2.9 lm W⁻¹.

Generation of the β-phase in another PFO-based copoly-
mer[23] and PFO itself[44] has been reported to improve
operational stability, so we have also undertaken an accelerated lifetime test for the 90F8:10BT LEDs. The measurement was
carried out using encapsulated devices held at constant current density J = 80 mA cm⁻² under ambient conditions. The initial
luminance values for the glassy and β-phase devices were
~2800 and ~3700 cd m⁻², respectively.

Figure 5e shows fractional luminance retention as a function of
time. After 20 h of continuous operation, the luminance of
β-phase devices still exceeds 90% of their initial value.
However, for glassy devices, ~35% of the starting luminance was lost over the same period. Both devices see a fast, initial
decay followed by a more gradual decay with an approximately
constant slope. The β-phase devices decay less during the initial rapid drop and show a shallower slope thereafter. In
addition, after about 14 h, the glassy devices abruptly degrade
with a noisy luminance fluctuation superimposed on top of the
sharp decay. The time for the device luminance to drop to 90% of its initial value is denoted LT90, and we find LT90 = 10.4 h
for the glassy devices, while for the β-phase devices LT90 > 20 h for the β-phase devices.
Therefore, we conclude that, as previously reported, device
operational stability is significantly improved by introduction
of β-phase chain segments.

Figure 3. Transient PL decay curves of glassy (black) and β-phase (red) 90F8:10BT thin films. The decay time is extracted from a single
exponential fit (R² > 0.995).

Given again that there is no change in PLQE when the β
phase is generated, it might be expected that no improvement
in LED performance would be engendered by this con
formation change. However, as shown in the next section,
generation of β-phase chain segments is significantly advanta-
geous to the performance of 90F8:10BT-based LEDs, through
the effect that they have on charge carrier injection and
transport properties.

LED Performance. To examine the influence of the β
phase in 90F8:10BT on LED performance, we fabricated
devices with a conventional bottom emission structure (Figure
4a and Experimental Section). The ITO-on-glass substrate was
coated with PEDOT:PSS to form a composite anode. This in
turn was coated with an electron blocking interlayer
comprising ~15 nm of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-N-(4-sec-
butylphenyl)diphenylamine) (TFB), which also reduces
exciton quenching by the electrode.[11] The 90F8:10BT EML
coated on top was of ~80 nm thickness, and the β-phase was
generated in this film via the dipping method in order to avoid
the high surface roughness that SVA can produce (Figure S2).
Such roughness is undesirable as it can lead to nonuniform
emission and a greater tendency for dielectric breakdown. The
top metal cathode was fabricated by sequential evaporation of
LiF (1 nm) and Al (100 nm). The expected energy level
diagram is shown in Figure 4b using literature values for the
electron affinities, ionization potentials, and work func-
tions.[30,35,42]
Table 2 summarizes the average performance parameters for more than 20 devices of each type. It is evident that generating the $\beta$-phase in 90F8:10BT systematically boosts LED performance in terms of luminance, efficiencies (EQE, $\eta_L$, and $\eta_{LP}$), and operational stability (LT90). In the following sections, we discuss, successively, the factors that contribute to the observed improvement in EQE, luminance, and operational stability.

**EQE Enhancement.** The LED EQE for fluorescent EML materials can be described as a product of terms that relate to the physical processes involved:

$$\text{EQE} = \eta_{CC} \times \eta_{S/T} \times \text{PLQE} \times \eta_{\text{out}}$$

where (i) $\eta_{CC}$ is the probability that injected holes and electrons Coulombically capture to form an exciton, (ii) $\eta_{S/T}$ is the ratio of singlet-to-triplet excitons that form, (iii) PLQE is the radiative probability for singlet exciton decay, and (iv) $\eta_{\text{out}}$ is the out-coupling efficiency, namely, the fraction of photons emitted within the device that escape to the exterior. For glassy and $\beta$-phase 90F8:10BT EMLs within an otherwise identical device structure, $\eta_{S/T}$ and $\eta_{\text{out}}$ are expected to be largely similar. Moreover, since their PLQEs were also found to be the same, the improvement in EQE most probably relates to the Coulomb capture probability $\eta_{CC}$. An effective way to increase $\eta_{CC}$ is to tune the position of the recombination zone, which ideally should be at the center of the EML or, in other words, away from the interfaces that favor nonradiative quenching of the excitons generated. This can be realized by balanced charge injection and transport, ideally through the achievement of ohmic contacts and comparably high hole and electron mobilities. To investigate this further, we measured the hole and electron mobilities in both the glassy and $\beta$-phase samples using two different methods, namely, (i) metal–insulator–semiconductor structure-based charge carrier extraction by linearly increasing voltage (MIS-CELIV) and (ii) negative differential susceptance ($-\Delta B$) measurements. The four (electron and hole for each method) unipolar diode structures used for these measurements are described in the Experimental Section below.

MIS-CELIV is a variant of the better known standard CELIV measurement. Hole and electron mobilities are determined by selectively injecting each into the semiconductor layer, following which they accumulate at the semiconductor–insulator interface. A linearly increasing voltage of the appropriate polarity is then applied to extract the injected carriers, resulting in separate transient current density traces for hole and electron transport. The key parameter used to calculate the mobility is $t_{2j}$, which is the time for the output current density to rise to twice the displacement current density $j_0$. The mobility $\mu$ is then given by:

$$\mu = \frac{2j}{eE_t}$$

Table 2. Average Device Performance and Lifetime of Glassy and $\beta$-Phase 90F8:10BT LEDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Glassy device</th>
<th>$\beta$-phase device</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminance at 10 V (cd m$^{-2}$)$^a$</td>
<td>4750 ± 470</td>
<td>5940 ± 610</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum EQE (%)$^b$</td>
<td>1.19 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.11</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $\eta_L$ (cd A$^{-1}$)$^a$</td>
<td>4.10 ± 0.34</td>
<td>6.18 ± 0.50</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $\eta_{LP}$ (lm W$^{-1}$)$^a$</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.22</td>
<td>3.69 ± 0.39</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT90 (h)$^b$</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>&gt;92.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Averaged values from more than 20 devices of each type. $^b$Time for luminance to drop to 90% of its original value under constant current density $J = 80$ mA cm$^{-2}$.
\[ \mu = \frac{\pi^2 d_i^2}{8 A d_h} \left( 1 + \frac{\varepsilon_s d_i}{\varepsilon_i d_h} \right) \]

where \( d_i \) (\( d_h \)) is the thickness of the semiconductor (insulator) layer, \( \varepsilon_s \) (\( \varepsilon_i \)) is the permittivity of the semiconductor (insulator), and \( A \) is the slope (V s\(^{-1}\)) of the linearly increasing voltage.

Representative MIS-CELIV current density transients are shown in Figure S3a,b, and the mobility values extracted from the full set of measurements are presented in Figure 6a. Glassy samples have an electron mobility (4.9 \( \times \) 10\(^{-7}\) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)) that is more than twice the hole mobility (2.2 \( \times \) 10\(^{-7}\) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)). Generation of \( \beta \)-phase chain segments resolves this imbalance, yielding a more than 2-fold (118\%) mobility increase for holes to 4.7 \( \times \) 10\(^{-7}\) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), without significantly affecting the electron mobility other than by desirably reducing its spread. \( \beta \)-phase-enhanced hole transport has already been observed in PFO,\(^{25,47}\) likely due to the longer conjugation length of \( \beta \)-phase chain segments, a more ordered and energetically favorable environment for hole transport, and a more interchain-connected microstructure. With \( \beta \)-phase chain segments present, hole and electron mobilities in 90F8:10BT become very closely matched, which is supportive of a favorable \( \eta_{\text{DC}} \).

The MIS-CELIV mobilities are relatively low compared to typical time-of-flight or dark-injection measurements on PFO and F8BT\(^{35,49}\) but not dissimilar to what is found for the copolymer 90F8:10BSP in which 10\% of BSP moieties are included in an otherwise F8 backbone.\(^{30}\) Different measurements can yield different mobility values in the case that trapping effects occur and the measurements involve a large difference in charge carrier density, e.g., field-effect transistor mobility (high carrier density) versus space-charge-limited current or time-of-flight mobility measured in a diode (low carrier density)\(^{50}\) although there are also conjugated polymers for which the mobility is carrier density-independent.\(^{51}\)

To check the reliability of the MIS-CELIV mobilities, we employed a second method, namely, negative differential susceptance (\( -\Delta B \)) measurements.\(^{52}\) A small AC voltage with varying frequency is applied to a unipolar diode, superimposed on a DC bias voltage \( V_{\text{DC}} \) that ensures operation in the space-charge-limited current regime. Details of the hole- and electron-only structures deployed for \( -\Delta B \) measurements are provided in the Experimental Section below. The negative differential susceptance \( -\Delta B \) varies with frequency \( f \) as follows\(^{53}\)

\[ -\Delta B = 2 \pi f (C - C_{\text{geo}}) \]

(3)

where \( C \) is the frequency-dependent capacitance and \( C_{\text{geo}} \) is the geometric capacitance of the device. The obtained \( -\Delta B \) vs \( f \) curve is expected to exhibit a peak, which defines \( f_p \) from which the mobility can be calculated\(^{54}\)

\[ \mu = \frac{d^2 f_p}{0.54 (V_{\text{DC}} - V_{\text{bi}})} \]

(4)

where \( d \) is the thickness of the 90F8:10BT layer and \( V_{\text{bi}} \) is the built-in potential, approximated as the work function difference between the anode and cathode.

The \( -\Delta B \)-derived mobility values are shown in Figure 6b, and typical \( -\Delta B \) vs \( f \) curves are presented in Figure S3c. The same qualitative changes are observed, albeit with higher derived mobility values for \( -\Delta B \) than for MIS-CELIV (Table S1). Glassy 90F8:10BT has a hole mobility that is significantly lower than its electron mobility. Balanced charge transport then ensues following \( \beta \)-phase generation with the hole mobility increasing from 1.5 \( \times \) 10\(^{-6}\) to 5.6 \( \times \) 10\(^{-6}\) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) and the electron mobility marginally decreasing from 5.9 \( \times \) 10\(^{-6}\) to 5.7 \( \times \) 10\(^{-6}\) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\).

Factors that may influence the difference between \( -\Delta B \) and MIS-CELIV absolute mobility values are expected to relate to the assumptions that underpin the derivations. It has been previously shown that the MIS-CELIV method can lead to overestimation of the mobility when a metal and a semiconductor form an ohmic contact, whereas for an injection barrier larger than \( 0.47 \) eV, the mobility may be underestimated.\(^{55}\) Here, the nominal energy levels (Figure 3b) would lead to an injection barrier of 0.5 eV, meaning that the obtained MIS-CELIV mobilities are likely to be slightly lower.
than the true values. Likewise, for the $\Delta B$ measurement, the numerical factor 0.54 in eq 4 was derived in a case study of a poly(phenylene vinylene) derivative. 52 While this value has also been shown to be valid for different conjugated polymers, a deviation of $\pm 0.1$ is still possible when the charge transport is subject to different degrees of dispersion. 36 If we assume that the charge transport is highly dispersive in 90F8:10BT films, i.e., the factor is larger than 0.54, then the $\Delta B$ mobilities presented here slightly overestimate the true values. This hypothesis is supported by dark-injection transient results for the 90F8:10BT samples (data not shown here), where no distinct maximum in the transient current density can be observed, indicating a high degree of charge carrier dispersion. 57 This offers an interesting topic for future research.

The qualitative effect of $\beta$-phase chain segment formation that leads to balanced electron and hole mobility in these LEDs explains the observed improvement in EQE, with the resulting more centered recombination zone reducing interfacial quenching and any tendency to carrier leakage.

Luminance Enhancement. As noted above (and see Figure 5b), the turn-on voltage in $\beta$-phase LEDs is lower than that for the glassy devices, and $\beta$-phase LEDs yield higher luminance at a given voltage, from turn-on all the way up to 10 V. The measured turn-on voltage comprises the built-in voltage $V_{bi}$ required to equilibrate the Fermi levels of the anode and cathode and the additional voltage needed to overcome the barriers for hole and electron injection. 30 Since the glassy $\beta$-phase LEDs are identical other than their 90F8:10BT EML microstructure, $V_{bi}$ should be the same for both. The lower turn-on voltage in $\beta$-phase LEDs thus indicates that one or both of the charge injection barriers must be lower. To further explore this behavior, current density ($J$) and capacitance ($C$) vs voltage ($V$) measurements were performed on unipolar diodes (see the Experimental Section for structure and fabrication details) and LEDs, respectively.

Given that the $J$–$V$ curves (Figure S4) of electron-only glassy and $\beta$-phase diodes are almost identical, as also are their electron mobilities (Figure 6), we can conclude that the $\beta$-phase does not greatly affect electron injection properties. This is to be expected since the BT moieties provide the dominant contribution to the LUMO. 38 In contrast, the hole current densities for the glassy and $\beta$-phase diodes show significantly different voltage dependences (Figure 7a). At low voltages, for both devices, $J \propto V$, as expected for ohmic transport associated with a background density of charge carriers within the film; for most conjugated polymers, as here, the background charge is p-type, potentially linked to oxidative doping by catalyst residues. The inverse film thickness and conductivity are then expected to determine the magnitude of $J$.

At higher voltages, above a threshold, the slope becomes much steeper, indicative of trap-mediated space-charge-limited transport with $J \propto V^m$. 38 Here, $m = 4.8$ for glassy and $m = 4.5$ for $\beta$-phase devices. In the case of an exponential trap distribution, the lower value of $m$ would suggest a narrower trap state distribution for the $\beta$-phase 90F8:10BT, consistent with a higher degree of molecular order. However, in order to investigate the trap distribution in detail, a full temperature and film thickness dependence study would be required, 38 which is beyond the scope of this work. The transition from ohmic to trap-mediated space-charge-limited current, estimated from the intercept of linear fits to the two regimes, is seen at 1.07 ± 0.02 and 0.39 ± 0.01 V for the glassy and $\beta$-phase devices, respectively. The lower transition voltage in $\beta$-phase diodes confirms that their hole injection barriers must be lower. The transition is also significantly more abrupt for the $\beta$-phase diodes, again consistent with a narrower trap distribution. The lower injection barrier for the $\beta$-phase devices is further in line with prior results for PFO where $\beta$-phase formation was also seen to reduce the turn-on voltage. 30 The chain extended $\beta$-phase conformation is expected to reduce the ionization potential (more delocalized $\pi$-electron density), 3,19,25,59 and calculations for fluorene octamers yield an $\sim 120$ to 140 meV rise in the HOMO level. 60 The optical gap is correspondingly $\sim 160$ meV smaller for the $\beta$-phase than for glassy PFO. 61 An additional reference point (upper bound) for the HOMO of $\beta$-phase chain segments is that they are deeper-lying than the cyclic-voltammetry-determined ionization potential of 95F8:5BSP, namely, $\sim 5.5$ eV; $\beta$-phase formation does not alter the turn-on voltage of 95F8:5BSP LEDs. 30

The injection barriers were also investigated using $C$–$V$ measurements for glassy and $\beta$-phase LED structures. Figure 7b shows a plot of the capacitance normalized to the geometric capacitance, $C_{geo}$, as a function of the applied voltage. While no significant charge carrier density is present within the device, the ratio $C/C_{geo} = 1$. An increase in capacitance is then
observed from ∼2.7 V for both devices due to the injection of electrons and/or holes and their accumulation within the structure. From the energy level diagram (Figure 4b), hole injection is expected to have a 0.5 eV barrier height while the LiF/Al cathode with a work function of ∼2.75 eV should form an ohmic contact to 90F8:10BT. It is, therefore, expected that electrons will be injected first (at 2.7 V), with very similar behavior for both 90F8:10BT microstructures, as is indeed seen. At higher voltage, holes will also be able to surmount their associated barrier and be injected, yielding charge carrier combination to form exciton states and a fall in capacitance. The voltage, $V_p$, at peak capacitance has previously been shown by numerical simulation to be a measure of the second injection barrier. In Figure 7b, the $V_p$ values for the glassy and $\beta$-phase devices are 4.2 ± 0.1 and 3.7 ± 0.1 V, respectively, confirming again that the hole injection barrier is reduced by $\beta$-phase chain segment formation.

The sensitivity of hole-related and contrasting insensitivity of electron-related injection and transport to $\beta$-phase formation can be understood from previous quantum chemical calculations. Winfield et al. have shown that for F8–BT oligomers with a BT ratio varying from 8.3 to 50%, the LUMO is always highly localized on the BT moieties, whereas the HOMO delocalizes to the degree allowed by the chain geometry. Torsional twists limit wave function spread, and therefore, during $\beta$-phase formation where the change in conformation is to a chain extended planar structure, the HOMO rises in energy and the hole injection barrier lowers. In contrast, the BT-dominated LUMO is barely affected by the change in conformation, leaving the electron injection barrier largely unchanged. In addition, Cornil et al. have calculated the geometry-dependent interchain transfer integrals, critical to mobility in the hopping transport regime. In F8BT (alternating copolymer) when two neighboring polymer chains translate relative to each other along their long-chain axis, it was found that the transfer integral for hole transport undulates as a function of the degree of translation while that for electron transport is fairly constant when the BT units on one chain face the F8 units on the other. Here, only 10% of the chain is composed of BT units, but a cautious generalization should still be possible. This would suggest that adoption of the $\beta$-phase should alter the transfer integral for hole transport and thus the hole mobility. However, the low BT content makes it highly likely that the BT units on one polymer chain will face the F8 units on neighboring chains, making the transfer
integral for electron transport rather insensitive to conformation change.

The reduced hole injection barrier and more balanced charge transport engendered by \( \beta \)-phase chain segment formation then lead to an increased exciton formation rate and explain the higher luminance that is observed. One question that arises here is whether the dipping process leads to any significant changes in the interface between the TFB and 90F8:10BT layers due to intermixing. We note, however, in this context that the TFB layer was cross-linked at 180 °C for 1 h before the 90F8:10BT films were spin-coated on top. In a previous paper,\(^{63}\) it was shown that after the cross-linking treatment used here, the TFB layer is highly solvent-resistant, so significant mixing is not expected. Furthermore, the same spin-coating parameters were used for both the films that subsequently remained in the glassy state and those that were dipped to generate the \( \beta \)-phase. Any intermixing at the interface might be expected to more readily occur during this step, given the solvents used, than during the dipping step and thus to be the same for both device types (glassy and \( \beta \)-phase). Finally, intermixing is even less likely to occur exclusively in the presence of the poor solvent (cyclohexane/isopropanol mixture) used for dipping.

**Operational Stability Enhancement.** Transient electroluminescence (EL) measurements were performed on glassy and \( \beta \)-phase LEDs to investigate the operational stability differences shown in Figure 5e. The devices were tested under constant current density (80 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) operation at \( t = 0, 10, \) and 20 h. Typical transient EL curves comprise four features (Figure 8a): (i) a delayed onset of EL intensity following application of the voltage pulse, with characteristic time \( \tau_d \) (Figure 8b inset). This delay time, \( \tau_d \), can be used to extract an effective mobility \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) which combines contributions from the hole and electron mobilities\(^{64}\)

\[
\mu_{\text{eff}} = \left( \frac{d^2}{\tau_d(V - V_0)} \right)
\]

where \( V_0 \) is the built-in voltage and, assuming that the charges transit the whole device (i.e., none are trapped within it), \( d \) is the thickness of the active layer; (ii) the rise in EL intensity to its steady-state value, with characteristic time \( \tau_r \), to reach 90% of maximum luminance. A longer \( \tau_r \) signals lower mobility and/or higher trap density; (iii) steady-state EL while the voltage pulse is on; and (iv) the EL decay after turning off the applied voltage. During the decay, oppositely charged carriers can de-trap and combine to yield delayed EL emission. Slow decays therefore indicate higher trap densities.

Figure 8c shows the effective mobility values extracted from \( \tau_d \). The initial \( \beta \)-phase measurement yields a higher value than for the glassy device, consistent with the results from MISCELIV and \( \Delta\)B measurements. During continuous operation, the effective mobility for both devices reduces and the difference between them increases, especially after 10 h, signaling a significant degradation in charge transport for the glassy LEDs. After 20 h of operation, the effective mobility in \( \beta \)-phase devices drops to \( 1.7 \times 10^{-3} \) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), i.e., 84% of its initial value, but for the glassy devices, only 29% of the initial effective mobility, \( 3.74 \times 10^{-3} \) cm\(^2\) V\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), remains. The higher effective mobility for \( \beta \)-phase LEDs after extended operation, relative to glassy devices, was also confirmed by additional \( \Delta\)B measurements on LED structures before and after continuous aging (Figure S5).

The EL decay curves after 20 h of operation, shown on an expanded intensity scale in Figure 8c, have a correspondingly slower drop-off in luminance for glassy devices, suggesting that a higher trap density is present. This is further confirmed by a sharp increase of the low-frequency capacitance for glassy LEDs after 20 h of operation (Figure S6a) and a moderate increase for \( \beta \)-phase devices (Figure S6b).\(^{65}\) Such traps are expected to contribute to the lower effective mobility. The origin of the traps in this case remains unknown, but a variety of chemical and physical changes are known to contribute.\(^{66,67}\)

Influenced by both charge carrier mobility and trapping, the deduced rise times, \( \tau_r \), shown in Figure 8d follow the trends reported above, namely, that \( \beta \)-phase devices are less prone to forms of degradation that lead to increased trap densities and/or other negative impacts on mobility. In this context, we also note that during the operation of an LED, the shorter exciton radiative lifetime following \( \beta \)-phase generation (Figure 3) means that there is less chance to interact with charge carriers and each other, potentially helping to reduce trap formation.

As a final characterization, the EL spectra for glassy and \( \beta \)-phase LEDs were recorded before and after 20 h of continuous operation (Figure 9). The change in EL spectra is rather modest with a slight broadening of the peak on its red edge, while the short wavelength side is essentially unchanged. The changes are more noticeable, but certainly not pronounced, for glassy devices with a slight increase in relative emission strength at \( \sim 560 \) nm. The relative weighting of F8BT spectral components has been reported to depend on interchain, inter-BT unit packing, with an increase in direct BT-to-BT contacts between chains increasing the strength of the longer wavelength shoulder.\(^{68}\) More generally, aggregation effects often yield red-shifted and broadened PL and EL spectra, and certain chemical species formed during photo-oxidation of fluorene units can also contribute, with the resulting fluorenone eximer emission at \( \sim 535 \) nm.\(^{69}\) A more detailed study of the chemical stability of \( \beta \)-phase 90F8:10BT would be an interesting topic for future research.

![Figure 9. Changes in EL spectra for the 90F8:10BT glassy (black) and \( \beta \)-phase (red) LEDs following 20 h of continuous operation at 80 mA cm\(^{-2}\). Initial spectra are shown by solid lines, and those following 20 h of operation are shown by dashed lines.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsami.0c18490)
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The research reported in this study demonstrates a successful generalization of the use of chain conformation to enhance the device performance of conjugated polymer LEDs with respect to both their efficiency and stability. Generation of the $\beta$-phase conformation for PFO has been shown previously to enhance the performance of LEDs fabricated therefrom. Here, we use the generation of $\beta$-phase chain segments in a commercially available 10% BT-containing PFO-based copolymer, 90F8:10BT, to yield significantly improved LED efficiency and stability. A detailed investigation of device-related material properties and the performance of LEDs with and without the $\beta$-phase allows an understanding of the role that this conformation change plays.

The absorption spectra of 90F8:10BT combine the spectral features of PFO and alternating copolymer F8BT, and generation of $\beta$-phase chain segments via SVA or dipping yields the characteristic $\beta$-phase peak at $\sim$430 nm. Spectral deconvolution allows estimation of the $\beta$-phase content, typically in the range of 5–10%. Dipping is the preferred method for device fabrication and gives an $\sim$5% $\beta$-phase component. Unlike absorption spectra, the luminescence emission is dominated by the green–yellow BT-localized exciton with residual F8-related blue emission having a steady-state peak intensity $\leq$0.1% of the green–yellow emission. Efficient and rapid energy transfer occurs from F8-localized excitons, and the emission then proceeds with a single exponential decay with a time constant that is very close to but slightly longer than that of F8BT ($\sim$2.0 ns): the $\beta$-phase has a decay time of $\sim$2.3 ns, compared with $\sim$2.5 ns for glassy 90F8:10BT. The emission efficiency is also high ($\sim$80%) and independent of the $\beta$-phase fraction (for the range studied). The shorter decay time with the same PLQE implies a higher oscillator strength for the more ordered $\beta$-phase films.

A detailed investigation (using MIS-CELIV, $-\Delta\beta$, C−V, $J$−$V$, and transient EL measurements) of the charge injection, transport, and trapping, and LED electrical and optical characteristics for 90F8:10BT shows that glassy films give rise to imbalanced charge carrier injection and transport with significantly lower hole than electron mobility and higher LED turn-on voltage. With the $\beta$-phase, the hole mobility rises to become close to the electron mobility and the injection barrier is reduced. This is evident from the MIS-CELIV, $-\Delta\beta$, and C−V measurements. $\beta$-phase 90F8:10BT LEDS consequently yield higher luminance and have higher $\eta_L$, $\eta_{ULP}$, and EQE values. Both glassy and $\beta$-phase show the effects of trapping, but they are more pronounced for the glassy phase of 90F8:10BT. This is particularly clear from the $J$−$V$ and transient EL measurements.

$\beta$-phase formation significantly enhances LED stability relative to glassy 90F8:10BT devices under continuous operation at 80 mA cm$^{-2}$. The glassy devices show strongly increased carrier trapping effects leading to reduced transient EL effective mobilities, longer transient EL rise and turn-off times, and enhanced device capacitance at low frequency. The corresponding performance changes for $\beta$-phase devices are significantly weaker, such that, for example, the average EL $L_{T20}$ value is more than double the $\sim$10 h found for glassy devices, despite the starting luminance values at 80 mA cm$^{-2}$ being $\sim$3700 cd m$^{-2}$ for $\beta$-phase and $\sim$2800 cd m$^{-2}$ for glassy. The detailed nature of the traps and how the $\beta$-phase formation affects their appearance and/or activity remain a topic for future study. EL spectra show relatively little and not very distinct change, with a red-edge broadening that is larger for the glassy phase but not major in either case. No equivalent of the green-band emission that downgrades the blue emission color of PFO LEDs is observed here, albeit that if it appeared in the same spectral position as for PFO, it would strongly overlap with the observed degraded 90F8:10BT emission spectrum.

90F8:10BT has been proven to be an interesting test case with which to study the influence of conformation on the fundamental and applied properties of fluorene-based conjugated copolymer emission materials. It provides a system within which charge carrier injection, transport, and exciton characteristics can be tuned as a function of the physical structure. This broadens the applicability range of conformation-imparted improvements to LED performance, an intervention level that lies between chemical modification and device engineering.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. 90F8:10BT ($M_w = 55,000$, polydispersity $n = 3.6$, product name ADS233YE) was purchased from American Dye Source and used as received. Toluene (99.8%), cyclohexane (99.5%), isopropanol (99.5%), and TFB ($M_w > 30,000$) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios PVP AI 4083) was provided by Heraeus. Evaporation materials (99.9% LiF and 99.99% Al) were purchased from Kurt J. Lesker. Prepatterned ITO substrates (10 Ω/ square) were sourced from Thin Film Devices. All chemicals were used as received without further purification.

$\beta$-Phase Generation. The $\beta$-phase was generated within 90F8:10BT thin films spin-coated on fused silica substrates using two methods, namely, SVA and dipping. For the former, the sample was placed together with $\sim$5 mL of toluene in a vial (to induce a saturated toluene vapor) within a sealed container and kept there at room temperature for 24 h in the dark. For the dipping method, the substrate-coated thin film was immersed in $\sim$5 mL of cyclohexane/isopropanol mixture (volume ratio = 1:1) for 90 s and then dried under flowing nitrogen. The sample remained intact during dipping, but its thickness reduced, suggesting partial dissolution. Taking this into account, to achieve comparable film thickness samples, the starting films for dipping were deliberately fabricated thicker by adjusting the spin-coating speed in order that the final thickness would be the same as for the glassy and SVA samples.

LED Fabrication and Characterization. The typical LED structure used in this study was ITO/PEDOT:PSS (30 nm)/TFB (15 nm)/90F8:10BT (80 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). To start with, the prepatterned ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned in ultrasonic baths with acetone and isopropanol for 10 min each followed by UV-ozone treatment for 10 min. Next, the Clevios PVP AI 4083 PEDOT:PSS aqueous solution was spin-coated on top of the ITO substrates at 2500 rpm for 45 s and then annealed at 150 °C for 15 min in air to remove residual moisture. These structures were transferred to a nitrogen-filled glovebox for polymer layer deposition. TFB was spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 45 s from 2 mg mL$^{-1}$ toluene solution and then annealed at 180 °C for 60 min to enable partial cross-linking, thus preventing damage from the same toluene solvent used to deposit the 90F8:10BT film on top. This film was spin-coated at 1000 (for glassy samples) or 770 rpm (for $\beta$-phase samples) for 45 s from 10 mg mL$^{-1}$ toluene solution followed by thermal annealing at 80 °C for 10 min. The dipping method was found to be preferable for generating $\beta$-phase chain segments in device samples. The LED fabrication was completed by transferring the 90F8:10BT-coated samples to a thermal evaporator where LiF (0.2 Å s$^{-1}$) and Al (1 Å s$^{-1}$) were deposited to form the top cathode. All LED samples were encapsulated using UV-cured epoxy adhesive (Lumtec LT-U001) and a glass coverslip before being brought out of the glovebox.
LEDs were characterized using a custom-built setup, consisting of a Keithley 2636 sourcemeter, an Ocean Optics Maya2000 Pro spectrometer, and a Newport Oriel Instruments 70628N integrating sphere. Controlled by bespoke software, the setup can apply a voltage to a given pixel and simultaneously record current density, luminance, EQE, luminous efficiency, and luminous power efficiency. The accelerated device lifetime test was also carried out using this setup. The steady-state and transient EL measurements were performed using a Fluxim PAIOS measurement platform operated via Characterization Suite 4.2 software. The former was carried out at 10 V, while a 10 V, 500 μs voltage pulse was used in the latter case. Reported LED device performance values are averages for multiple device structures (>20 in every case and 30 in some cases).

**Optical Property Measurements.** 90F8:10BT thin films deposited on fused silica substrates, with the same spin-coating and post-treatment details as used for the LED device EMLs, were used for optical spectroscopy. Absorption (A) spectra were extracted from transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) spectra using \( A(\lambda) = 1 - T(\lambda) - R(\lambda) \), with \( T(\lambda) \) and \( R(\lambda) \) measured using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV–vis–NIR spectrometer with a 100 mm integrating sphere accessory. The \( \beta \)-phase fractions were calculated from the difference in absorption spectra between the glassy and \( \beta \)-phase samples, following the method described in ref 21. Steady-state PL spectra (excitation wavelength = 380 nm) were obtained using a Horiba FluoroMax-4 spectrofluorometer with a Quanta-FL F-3029 integrating sphere. The PLQEs were calculated following ref 21. Transient PL measurements were performed using a time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) setup (FluoTime 300 PicoQuant GmbH). Samples were photoexcited by a 398 nm picosecond pulsed diode laser (LDH-D-C-405 M, PicoQuant GmbH) with a PDL 820 driver at a 5 MHz repetition rate, with a pulse duration of 16 ps. The PL emission was collected with a lens and coupled into a grating spectrometer (SP-2558, Princeton Instruments) equipped with a photon-counting detector (PDM series, Micro Photon Devices), with the system controlled electronically using a TCSPC event timer (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant GmbH). Measurements were carried out in ambient air.

**Unipolar Diode Structures for Electrical Property Measurements.** Samples for MIS-CELIV measurements were fabricated with the structures ITO/PEDOT:PFSS/90F8:10BT/MgF\(_2\) (10 nm)/Al for hole mobility and ITO/MgF\(_2\) (10 nm)/90F8:10BT/LiF/Al for electron mobility measurements. For \( -\Delta B \) measurements, the test samples were either an ITO/PEDOT:PFSS/90F8:10BT/MoO\(_3\) (10 nm)/Al hole-only device or an ITO/ZnO (30 nm)/90F8:10BT/LiF/Al electron-only device. Here, MgF\(_2\) and MoO\(_3\) were thermally evaporated (both at 0.2 Å s\(^{-1}\)) while ZnO was solution-processed. All other layers were fabricated following the same protocols as in LED devices. MIS-CELIV \( (V_{\text{act}} = 8 \text{ V}, A = 200-1000 \text{ with } 200 \text{ V m}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \text{ steps}) \) and \( -\Delta B (V_{\text{act}} = 0.05 \text{ V}, V_{\text{DC}} = 5-7 \text{ V with } 1 \text{ V } \text{ steps}) \) mobility, as well as the \( C-V (V_{\text{AC}} = 0.05 \text{ V}, f = 1000 \text{ Hz}) \) and \( C-f (V_{\text{AC}} = 0.05 \text{ V}, V_{\text{DC}} = 0) \) measurements used were performed using the Fluxim PAIOS measurement platform with Characterization Suite 4.2 software. The \( J-V \) characteristics for unipolar devices, with the same sample structure used for \( -\Delta B \) measurements, were obtained using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter.

**Thin-Film Characterization.** The film thickness was measured using a Veeco Dektak 150 profilometer. Film morphology and roughness were characterized using a Nanosurf CoreAFM atomic force microscope.
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